every event e of X, P A formula * P'.
Leads-to-uia-Euent Rule. Given an event set E with weak fairness, X satisfies P leads-to Q (via E) if(1) for every event e e E, P A formulax( e) + Q';
(2) for every event e e Euentsx -E, PA formula + P' v Q'; and (3) X satisfies Invariant([~e e E: P * enabled(e)]).
Leads-to-by-Closure Rules. P leads-to Q (by closure) if one of the following holds: (1) Invariant(P = Q); (2) for some state formula R, P leads-to R and R leads-to Q; (3) P = PI v Pz, PI leads-to Q and Pz leads-to Q; and (4) Invariant (R) and (PA R) leads-to (R = Q).
If X satisfies Inuariant( I), we can replace P by P A IA I' in the antecedent of each of the above implications.
We use three types of preconditions in our heuristic. Consider state formulas P and Q, and an event e of state transition system X. We say that P is a weakest precondition of Q with (1)
a subset of event requirements; each S, in the subset is said to be marked.
a subset of ( A,, e) pairs; each pair in the subset is said to be marked. x, y, both initially O, and events e. = x' = x + I and el = y' = y + 1. Assume an invariant requirement AO = x = y v x = y + 1, a progress requirement LO = y + x A x = n leads-to y = n, and an event requirement So = x = y associated with e.. We can mark ( AO, eo) because SO A formula implies Ah. If el is not an input event, we can mark LO with tag uia el because of the following:
y # x A x = n A AO A formzda( el) implies that y' = n (thus, (C3i) holds); y # x A x = n A SO A formula is false (thus, (C3ii) Figure  1 . Entity 1 is a producer of data blocks, and Entity 2 is a consumer of data blocks. The channels may lose, duplicate, or reorder messages in transit; these are the only errors in the channels. We want data blocks to be consumed in the same order as they were produced and within a finite time of being produced. We construct a sliding window protocol that uses modulo-N sequence numbers to achieve this objective. as an abbreviation for "with respect to. "
Initial System and Requirements
The initial system and requirements specify the services to be offered to the producer and the consumer. AO = consumed prefix-of produced LO = I produced I > n leads-to I consumed\ > n AO specifies that data blocks are consumed in the order they are produced. It holds initially.
-LO states that if a data block is produced then it is eventually consumed (parameter n is a natural number). For each channel i shown in Figure   1 , i = 1,2,we define a state variable and events as shown in Loss,
.11:l: 
. s-a]:a+i=cn + (a' = a + i A sendbuffl = tail(sendbuff, i 
. RW -11: r + i = cn + rebuff' = data]
We add the following invariant requirements; each is a desired property mentioned in the discussion above: is the data block to be consumed next, it is reasonable to expect that (D, data, F, r) e ZI may hold at any time. This would violate X with i = N unless R W < N. We also know that R W > 1;otherwise, Entity 2 will never accept any data block, and the progress requirement LO will never hold. Thus, we have the following condition: 
We can refine Y to the following invariant requirement: However, L8 still holds because Entity 1 retransmits (D, n) as long as s > r > a = n holds.
To prove this, we introduce the following progress requirements: Stepwise Refinement Heuristic . 439 Produce ( .
RW -1] + recbuff(cn -r)' = data]
Channels 1 and 2 defined as in Table I .
We have a complete Marking by replacing "L8 via { SendACK } using AQ"
in the above Marking with the following: & by closure using Lg, LIO; Lg via {SendACK}; L,. via (D, n) using L,l; and .LI1 via{ SendD(O)}.
COMPLETING THE CONSTRUCTION FOR LOSS-ONLY CHANNELS
At this point, we have obtained a system with entities as specified in Table   III . For channels that can lose, reorder, and duplicate messages, the construction is incomplete because ( A lo, Produce) and ( A7, Consume)
are not yet marked.
As explained at the end of Section 4.4, to mark these entries, we have to ensure that ZI and Zz do not contain messages that are "too far below" the top of the receive window and the top of the send window, respectively.
In this section we show that if the channels can only lose messages, then these pairs can be marked for the current system. We start by considering ( A7, Consume Started-together (u, U) % / u -u I < max(l, t, u).
An invariant requirement A, can include started-together predicates. To mark (A,, e), that is, to derive e A A = A:, we use the following rules. Rules
(1) and (2) are used if e is not a time event, and rule (3) is used if e is a time event:
( Initially t~( n) = OFF for every n. tA( n) = OFF for every n.
RecACK(cn, n) = Recz( ACK, en, n)
We have the following invariant requirements: 
Protocol 1: Implementation with 2N Timers
The only unmarked requirements are S'l and S~. In Table IV Table III) Entity 2 defined as in Table IV , Channels 1 and 2 defined as in Table I. relied on the fairness of Produce, an input event.
Thus, the Marking is complete, and this construction is over.
Protocol 11:Implementation with N Timers
In Table V , we provide an implementation in which both SI and S3 are enforced by the N local timers in timer~. Unlike in the previous implementation with timer~, the enforcement of S1 is not tight; that is, Entity 1 takes more than the minimum time to detect that SI holds.
Because produced(n) is not sent after it is acknowledged, we have t~(n) > t~( n) for all n = [0 " . a -1]. The proof of this is trivial and, therefore, omitted. Thus, an alternative way to enforce S1 is to enforce the following: Aproduced' = produced@ ( data) Table V) RecACK(cn, n) = Recz( ACK, cn, n)
. a' -11: tA(z)' = 01)1 Entity 2 defined as in Table IV .
Channels 1 and 2 defined as in Table I The protocol is specified in Table VI . At Entity 1 we have timers and t~. t~( n) indicates the ideal time elapsed since produced(n) was produced. timers is a local timer that tracks t~(s-1) up to 8 ideal time units.
We will obtain the minimum value of ti that enforces S~and S4. Consider an occurrence of Produce that increments s from so to so + 1. Both S~and Sb are of the form:
that is, so is produced only if D time units have elapsed after so -K was acked. For notational convenience, we assume below that so~K. Thus, V is enforced if the following holds for some no:
W= t~(so -K) > t~(so -no) >L).
The first inequality in W says that so -K is acknowledged before so -no is produced, or, equivalently, m is produced only after m + no -K is We say "R is equivalent to P given Q" to mean that Q -(R @ I') holds.11
(1) Let S, be an event requirement of event e and let AJ be an invariant requirement. Let S, be specified by P, and Al by Q. We can change the specification of S, to any R that is equivalent to P given Q.
(2) Let S, and SJ, i # .j, be event requirements of event e such that S7 is marked if Si is marked. Let S, be specified by P, and S] by Q. We can change the specification of S, to any R that is equivalent to P given Q.
(3) Let A~and AJ, i #j, be two invariant requirements such that, for every event e, ( AJ, e) is marked if ( A~, e) is marked. Let A i be specified by P, (1) and (2) e&mple, if L, is specified by P leads-to Q, we can introduce L. specified by P leads-to R and L.+~specified by R leads-to Q, and mark L, by closure using L., L~~l.
Progress requirements
can also be introduced to mark an existing progress requirement via a message set. Let Li be specified by P leads-to Q, and let M be a set of messages such that (1) for every event e,(m) that receives m e M, P A e,(m) + Q', and (2) 
